The latest standards for wireless networks such as LTE are essentially based on small cells in order to achieve a large network capacity. This applies for antennas to be deployed at street level or even within buildings. However, antennas are commonly designed, simulated, and measured in ideal conditions, which is not the real situation for most applications where antennas are often deployed in proximity to objects acting as disturbers. In this paper, three conventional wireless access point scenarios (antenna-wall, antenna-shelter, and antenna lamppost) are investigated for directional or omnidirectional antennas. The paper first addresses the definition of three performance indicators for such scenarios and secondly uses such parameters towards the statistical analysis of the interactions between the wall and the antennas.
Introduction
With the development of new wireless communication systems and standards, antennas of base stations or access points are more likely deployed at street level in proximity to walls and urban furniture other than the traditional antennas for GSM networks which are mounted on rooftops with few neighboring disturbers [1] [2] [3] . The effect of surrounding disturbers may be strong or weak and is very sensitive to the antenna location and antenna characteristics. Unfortunately, antennas are commonly designed, simulated, and measured in isolation from anything else as much as possible, which is not a realistic use case. For instance, the radiation pattern of a dipole mounted beside a wall is highly perturbed, indicating the severe performance degradation to omnidirectionality (see below). Unfortunately, such disturbances are highly variable and impact the behavior of antennas in an uneasily predictable manner, with significant consequences in terms of cell coverage. The latter can be quantitatively evaluated through, for example, ray tracing of even empirical propagation simulation tools, but it will be very costly to compute the propagation for many realizations of disturbed antenna characteristics. For this reason, a reasonable approach is first to develop a statistical model for the antenna radiation behavior, before combining it with a model of simulation of the propagation. It is the goal of this paper, keeping in mind that statistical models lend themselves to the tuning of the trade-off between complexity and accuracy, depending on the number of parameters involved in the statistical distributions. For instance, [4] gives an example of this approach through radiation patterns series expansions. Actually, the evaluation of the impact of close objects on radiation is not entirely new. In [5] [6] [7] , for example, the authors simulated and analyzed the antenna radiation patterns on roofs, beside walls, and on top of cars in a deterministic way. In [8] [9] [10] and many other papers, a work has been done in order to statistically evaluate the effect of, for example, a human body on antennas performance. Unfortunately and in spite of its relevance for small cells in wireless networks, little has been done regarding the interaction of antennas with walls or with urban furniture.
In the present paper, we investigate the effect of such influences on antenna radiation patterns, by using a statistical approach for their analysis. For this purpose, we first define the concept of ideal antenna sector, which can, for example, be related with the coverage area targeted by an antenna in a street. Three kinds of parameters relevant for quantifying the influence are proposed. Secondly, three antenna-disturber interaction scenarios (antenna-wall, antenna-shelter of bus stop, and antenna lamppost) are investigated. The analysis in particular seeks to check whether a normal or lognormal distribution can provide an acceptable fit to the observed distributions, for example, for power gains. All results are obtained from detailed electromagnetic simulations of the environed antennas, using both CST [11] and WIPL [12] commercial tools.
Sector Definition and Performance Parameters
In relation with the placement and performance of an access point antenna, the designer mostly aims at ensuring that the main beam will cover the targeted directions, conditioned by the power gain to exceed a certain level [13, 14] . This also assumes that the orientation and tilt angle will be steered adequately from just knowing the geometry of the antenna.
In the present paper, we address both omnidirectional and directional antennas and we attempt to evaluate the impact brought by environmental perturbations to the radiated power, taking into account the considered "sector" (defined by azimuth and elevation widths). Ideally, a radiation sector is thus defined versus an intended use, that is, as a specification of the antenna. However, in practice, real antennas already cannot perfectly obey the specification. The deviation with respect to ideality occurs both on the beam widths and on the radiated power profile, with respect to the ideal profile (which is flat within the sector and null outside). A first aspect of antenna nonideality consequently would be to define performance criteria of an isolated antenna. However, this is not the purpose of the present work, whose goal is to address degradations by comparing isolated antennas. Also, from the perspective of an antenna designer, the main beam of an antenna shall include all the interested directions that perfectly match the sector requirements for an operator. For those reasons, the sector is going to be defined from the characteristics of the isolated antenna as the rectangle in angular coordinates given by the quarter power beam width of the isolated antenna (−6 dB from the maximum), in both E plane and H planes, completely defined by the elevation and azimuth angles θ min , θ max , φ min , and φ max . In the case of an omnidirectional antenna, only the elevation beam width needs to be defined and the parameters below are adapted accordingly.
In practice, this definition is still not fully sufficient, since the radiation pattern is frequency-dependent. Therefore, in the analysis conducted in Sections 3 and 4, a unique frequency independent antenna sector is chosen as the sector with the narrowest beam widths over the set of considered frequencies.
Given this definition of a sector, three important statistical parameters are proposed below, in order to quantify the capability of an antenna to radiate optimally into the considered sector. Beforehand, some quantities need to be defined.
SE ref stands for sector efficiency as expressed in (1), where G ref (φ, θ) is the power gain of the isolated (reference) antenna along φ, θ azimuth and elevation angles, respectively as follows:
This quantity basically expresses that not all radiated power falls within the sector, even for the isolated antenna, owing to the fact from elementary principles that a part of the radiation necessarily leaks out of the sector.
In the expressions below, G(φ, θ) is the power gain of the disturbed antenna. S sector is the solid angle area of the sector.
The three performance parameters are as follows.
(i) The normalized "In Sector Power Gain" (ISPG) is
where TE ref stands for total efficiency (matching efficiency + radiation efficiency) of the isolated antenna.
(ii) The normalized "In Sector Mean Power Gain" (ISMPG) within the sector is
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(iii) The "In Sector Standard Deviation of the Power Gain" (ISSDPG) within the sector is
Basically, these 3 parameters tell us if the radiated power is constant and sufficiently high within the sector, with respect to the isolated antenna. ISPG contains all values of the radiated power in all directions within the sector, thus it provides us with very detailed information about the antenna radiation characteristic. ISMPG tells us what is in average, the gain of the antenna within the sector, and whether it is higher than that of an isolated antenna. ISSDPG tells up to what extent the gain deviates from this mean value, in other words whether the radiation pattern is flat or varying within the sector. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of these three parameters provides us with an indication on the gross characteristics of the variability of radiation patterns and they will be shown in the following sections.
Antenna in Proximity to a Wall
In this section, we consider the practically important case of an antenna placed on a wall.
Analysis of Directional Antenna-Wall Interaction.
In the first part of this section, two patch-wall configurations are considered ( Figure 1 ). In order to simulate a real scenario, we designed an air patch antenna operating from 1.7 GHz to 2.1 GHz in proximity to a wall, whose characteristics are shown in Figures 2-4 . Given that the power radiation pattern is getting narrower at low frequency, the sector at 1.7 GHz is selected to cover the angles φ = [30-150], θ = [55-150] in degrees according to the definition in Section 2. This patch antenna is a directional antenna, which may be deployed in two configurations: one is parallel to a wall in order to cover the area along a street; the other is perpendicular to a wall in order to cover a wide area, a street crossing, a square, and so forth.
The patch location and the wall parameters are shown in Figure 1 and in Table 1 , respectively. The frequency points of the simulation are selected from 1.7 GHz to 2.1 GHz as one of the potential LTE bands. The permittivity of the wall has been chosen to vary from 3 to 5, according to common building material parameters [15] . The other parameters are determined based on typical building structure and the experience of antenna deployment provided by an antenna commercial company. There are 81 realizations for each configuration and all electromagnetic simulations have all been carried out using CST. In the simulations, neither the antenna nor the materials are lossy. Thus, the considered effects are solely related to the impedance mismatch or (mainly) to the degradation of the radiation pattern shape.
Figures 5 and 6 reveal the serious impact of the wall on the patch antenna radiation patterns in both cases, even in the parallel case, which is not so intuitive since commonly it is assumed that the back radiation has little influence on the main beam. It can be found in Figure 5 that the main beam direction is driven away from the wall when the antennawall distance decreases. This phenomenon is obvious because the lower half of the original main lobe experiences a wall reflection and sums up with the other half. The smaller the distance, the more power the reflected by the wall and the larger the reflection angles. In order to represent the main beam direction and to know how it is affected by this effect, we use the mean radiation direction (MRD) proposed by Fleury [16] , which is more stable than maximum gain direction. The MRD is based on the following vector:
where e(φ, θ) = [cos(φ) sin(θ), sin(φ) sin(θ), cos(θ)] T . From this mean vector, we can extract the MRD as the direction of μ Ω . Figure 7 highlights the distribution of the mean azimuth angle φ mean over the set of realizations. Notice that the difference of MRD between the disturbed antenna and the isolated antenna is up to 32 degrees and varies inversely with the distance from wall. As opposed to the perpendicular case, the parallel case is almost symmetrical, thus the mean direction does not change significantly as compared to the isolated antenna, see Figure 6 . Figures 8 and 9 show the aggregated ISPG distribution for the two cases, at each frequency and with all frequencies altogether. Owing to the total and sector efficiencies normalization, the main frequency dependence is removed and the statistics are better combined. The Gaussian bestfit distribution is plotted for comparison. Notice that in Figure 6 , several nulls can be seen, which is due partly to the blocking of the radiation into the directions penetrating the wall, and partly to severe destructive interference as the result of reflections at the first and second interface of the wall, leading to the long tail in Figure 8 of low gain values. This effect will be more clearly seen in the omnidirectional antenna case. In other examples of antennadisturber interactions, such tails have been analyzed in terms of general extreme value distribution or of a Gaussian mixture distribution [9, 10] . Figure 10 shows the ISMPG for the former scenario. As expected, because the main lobe of patch is parallel to the wall and due to strong wave reflections out of the sector, the average gain within the sector is less than the isolated antenna. Notice that the shorter the distance from wall, the larger the portion of power reflected from wall to outside of the sector, which leads to less average gain as shown below. However, in the latter case, it is difficult to find a regular distribution of the average gain ( Figure 11 ). While wall reflection should increase power within the sector, destructive interference (e.g., at 1.71 GHz) sometimes actually attenuates the gain in the sector. Figure 13 shows the cumulative distribution of ISSDPG for the perpendicular scenario and Figure 14 shows the same parameter for the parallel scenario. Results from the three frequencies were combined in these two figures in order to construct a global statistical distribution. The deviation of the gain around the mean ranges from 2.7 dB to 5.9 dB in Figure 12 and from 1.6 dB to 3 dB in Figure 13 . We observe that the Gaussian distribution fits the curves well, with the average and standard deviation (μ, σ) of (4.12, 0.84) dB for the first scenario and (2.26, 0.29) dB for the second scenario. The average of the Gaussian distribution in the first scenario is larger than that in the second one because when the patch is perpendicular to a wall, the wall reflects the radiated power from the lower half of the sector into the upper half, weakening the former and enhancing the latter. This leads to a large difference between the lower and upper halves of the pattern.
Analysis of Omnidirectional Antenna-Wall Interaction.
For the second set of simulations, we considered a dipole vertical array, with a metallic supporting post attached to a wall as shown in Figure 14 , again operating within the same bandwidth in order to compare with the directional antennas case. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 2 , again providing 27 realizations at 3 frequencies. Since the radiation pattern of the dipole array is omnidirectional on the azimuth plane, the sector for the dipole array only restricts the elevation angle (θ = CDF, which are similar to the patch-wall scenario, are due to several radiation pattern nulls, as revealed in Figure 15 . Some of the waves radiated towards the wall reflect on its near surface while some penetrate the wall and reflect on the second interface. These two reflections, together with the direct waves, cause constructive and destructive interference and form irregular patterns. Secondly, even though the wall disturbs the radiation patterns dramatically, most of the power radiates around the azimuth plane, not only resulting in unchanged average gain in the sector (not shown here) but also resulting in a large deviation around the mean. Figure 17 shows the CDF of ISSDPG at all frequencies, revealing that a normal distribution again fits the data quite well. The parameters of the fitted Gaussian distribution are (μ, σ) = (4.08, 0.29) dB, which tells us that the standard deviation of gain in each pattern is not heavily dependent on the particular realization. A large ISSDPG means that the gain values within the considered sector are deeply disturbed and do not behave so nicely omnidirectionally as for the isolated antenna, therefore the antenna performance is degraded.
Antenna Deployment on Urban Furniture
Among the deployment schemes considered for 4 G wireless networks, small cells and femtocells as well as relays are the most widely advocated. This implies bringing antennas very close to the users and as much invisible as possible. Then the integration of the antennas into urban furniture is a serious option. Indeed, such equipments are very common in all modern cities, being part of transportation or other public services and it will likely be possible to contract with servicing companies for installing and maintaining 4 G networks antennas. In addition, these pieces of equipment are often connected; however, as indicated above, urban furniture may cause a strong degradation of antenna performance, resulting in uncontrolled changes of the radiation patterns. In order to investigate this quantitatively, two scenarios are considered here, one being an omnidirectional antenna settled on a bus-stop shelter with a dielectric roof, see Figure 18 , and a directional antenna attached to a lamppost (Figure 23 ).
These designs have been inspired by a real bus shelter and real lamp posts.
Analysis of Omnidirectional Antenna-Shelter Interaction.
In this part, the simulated antenna is an ultra-wideband (UWB) bicone, designed to operate from 200 MHz to 3 GHz in Figure 19 .
As opposed to the above cases, where the considered frequencies only ranged from ∼1.7 to 2.1 GHz, this scenario considers a much broader band from 200 to 3000 MHz. The reason stems from the large variation of frequency bands contemplated for LTE, in some cases going down to 400 MHz (e.g., for private mobile radio applications used by civil security services, police forces, etc.).
The other parameters are The UWB antenna was assumed to be located on top of a bus-stop roof, according to a uniform spatial distribution. In practice, the antenna locations are distributed over Owing to the UWB antenna's nearly perfect rotational symmetry, the isolated antenna pattern is extremely omnidirectional. It is also quite broad in elevation, although starting from ∼1.2 GHz onward, it starts being multimode, which translates into a structured shape in elevation. This phenomenon is responsible for a slightly lower gain in the horizontal plane at these frequencies.
In the previous section, the statistical parameters at different frequencies have been aggregated together. However, in this section, the statistical parameters will be shown in individual frequency points in order to fully reveal a possible regular variation with frequency. Besides, since the "sector" means the solid angle area in which we are interested or where the antenna intends to radiate, the range of the sector has been adjusted in order to observe the variation of the ISPG. The sector is found to cover the angles φ = (0-360), and θ = (35-145) in degrees, so we will show results with sector φ = (0-360), and θ = (35 (±10) ∼ 145 (±10)).
The left column of Figure 20 exhibits the ISPG distributions for the antenna-shelter scenario at each frequency, while the right column shows the corresponding ISPG distributions for the isolated antenna. Naturally in that case, the distribution is very narrow and only stems from the shape of the radiation pattern, which is not isotropic. In Figure 20 , three values for the sector elevation beamwidth have been chosen (130
• , 110
• , and 90
• from top to bottom) in order to test the robustness of the distributions to this parameter.
With the normalization of TE and SE, the curves at different frequencies are much closer and easier to compare. By looking at the isolated antenna ISPG plots, we see that the low gain tail is shorter when the sector gets narrower, especially for the low frequencies (green curves). This is because in a broader sector, more low power gain values originating from high angles in the radiation patterns are involved at low frequencies. A high frequency often means a broad beamwidth. Even though the first sector is the broadest, it still cannot catch many low power values of the gain. Thus, for high frequencies, the radiation patterns change less with the restriction of the sector.
The ISPG distributions for the disturbed antenna case, in contrast, vary less when the size of the sector decreases, which also proves the robustness of the selection of the sector. Since the distribution of ISPG is naturally asymmetrical due to the fact that the power gain can be extremely low (nulls) but cannot be extremely high, Gaussian distribution is not suitable for this case, even though it performs well in previous scenarios. Generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD), whose shape parameter can be used to introduce skew, has been proposed to fit the ISPG distribution. After the normalization, the curves are found to follow the generalized Gaussian distribution far better than the Gaussian distribution. The goodness of fit will be studied in a future work. Figure 21 reveals a negative impact by the dielectric roof, where the UWB dipole at all frequencies performs a little worse than the isolated antenna. With the increase of frequency, the ISMPG deviates from the reference with a difference up to 2.3 dB. A high frequency generally translates into a more severe degradation than a low frequency. From the perspective of radiation main lobes orientation, the roof does not block radiations downward, thus signal detection for users below the roof is still achievable. The ISSDPG distributions are shown in Figure 22 , revealing that the metallic frame largely increases the variance of the ISSDPG. The average value and difference of ISSDPG at one frequency is more than 2.5 dB and 1 dB, respectively. The metallic frame creates constructive and destructive inference by its strong reflections, increasing ISSDPG and weakening the stability of radiation within the sector. 
Analysis of Directional Antenna Lamppost Interaction.
In order to simulate the scenario where a directional antenna is deployed on a lamp post, a simulation environment has been established as shown in Figure 23 . Similar to the directional antenna-wall scenario, there are 3 kinds of input parameters (listed in Table 3 ), where the material of the lamp post is taken to be a PEC (perfect electric conductor). The variation of parameters represents the possible position and possible type of lamp post on which the LTE access point will be deployed. As shown in Figure 24 , because of the reflection of radiated waves by the metallic lamp post, the beam width becomes narrower whatever the frequency is. In contrast to the isolated antenna, the main beam of the disturbed antenna at 2.1 GHz is almost allocated in the section, leading to a high ISPG after normalization, which implies high sector efficiency improvement at 2.1 GHz under disturbance. This effect can be seen easily in the CDF of the ISPG (Figure 25) .
For isolated antenna, the sector efficiency at 2.1 GHz is 0.36, meaning a low normalization factor. But for disturbed antenna, the main beams at three frequency points are all focused in the sector. In other words, the sector efficiency has been highly improved especially at 2.1 GHz, than divided by a low normalization factor. Thus it interprets why ISPG at 2.1 GHz is larger than the reference (isolated) antenna. Meanwhile, one can observe that the ISPG at 1.7 GHz is smaller than the reference because the interaction with lamp post raises antenna's input return loss (S 11 = −3.69 dB). Such an unfavorable return loss impairs and weakens the radiated power in the sector, leading to low ISPG.
A fitted generalized Gaussian distribution curve has been plotted, for comparison with the aggregated ISPG CDF curve. However, the curves for individual frequencies are too far away from each other, only modeling the aggregated curve is not sufficient to find frequency-specific distribution while the ISMPG and ISSDPG at individual frequency are also very important to be modeled. The ISMPG (Figure 26 ) for three frequencies with very small variations is distributed around the reference ISMPG as expected. This means that the sector efficiency or the portion of power radiated within the desired direction at 1.9 and 2.1 GHz is much better than the isolated antenna, and this quality does not change too much with the shape of lamp post or height of antenna due to a small variation.
With the lampshade on top of the antenna, the radiation upward will be reflected to ground, causing a strong beam downward and a null upward, which can be observed in Figure 24 . Due to such a large variation of radiated power gains, the ISSDPG must be large, as shown in Figure 27 . Again, because of the normalization factor and the low S 11 at 1.7 GHz, the curves are separated. A fitted Gaussian distribution has been plotted to illustrate that the aggregated ISSDPG is hard to be modeled by Gaussian distribution. The first or second central moment of ISPG (ISMPG or ISSDPG) cannot be extremely low or high in this scenario, so their values have upper and lower boundaries which may be correctly described by a linear model (uniform distribution).
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented simulations' results on the performance of omnidirectional and directional antennas, in proximity to a wall, a bus shelter, and a lamp post, as examples of access point placement for 4 G access points, relays, or base stations. The concept of the sector has been applied in order to focus the statistical analysis of the antenna pattern degradation by these disturbers in terms of wanted and unwanted radiation directions. Three parameters assessing the antenna performance and its degradation, which could be used in order to set up a statistical model, have been defined.
The results indicate that the lognormal distribution (Gaussian in dB) is often approximately obeyed, as regards the power gains in the considered sector. This is true for the antenna-wall scenario, while in the antenna-shelter and antenna lamppost scenarios, the ISPG appears to follows the generalized Gaussian distribution. In most scenarios, except for the patch-lamp post scenario, the mean value of ISPG is less than that of a reference antenna, due to the reflection by surrounding disturbers. The ISSDPG follows well a lognormal distribution in the antenna-wall scenarios, within the frequency band from 1.7 GHz to 2.0 GHz for both directional and nondirectional antennas. For the other scenarios, its distribution shall be carefully investigated in future works. This statistical analysis of averages and deviations of the gain in the considered sector may be helpful in appreciating the problems posed by antennas deployment in small cells at street level, when the placement of antennas must be made in locations where strong disturbances are present. In the future, the frequency and angular correlation of radiation patterns will be investigated, and the goodness of fit for statistical parameter evaluation will be studied.
